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During Ulysses passagethrough the Io plasma torus, along a basically north-to-southtrajectory
crossingthe magnetic equator at R --• 7.8 Rj from Jupiter, the Unified Radio and Plasma Wave
experiment observed weakly banded emissionswith well-defined minima at gyroharmonics. These
noise bands are interpreted as stable electrostatic fluctuationsin Bernstein modes. The finite size of the
antennais shownto produce an apparentpolarizationdependingon the wavelength, so that measuring
the spin modulation as a function of frequency yields the gyroradiusand thus the local cold electron
temperature. This determination is not affected by a very small concentration of suprathermal
electrons,is independentof any gain calibration, and does not require an independentmagneticfield

measurement.
We findthat the temperature
increases
with latitude,from --•1.3x 105 K nearthe
magnetic(or centrifugal)equator, to approximatelytwice this value at -- 10ølatitude (i.e., a distanceof
--•1.3 R j from the magnetic equatorial plane). As a by-product, we also deduce the magnetic field
strength with a few percent error.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the Jovian flyby of Ulysses the spacecraft traversed the outer part of Io's "warm" plasma torus. The
Unified Radio and Plasma Wave (URAP) experiment [Stone
et al., 1992a] observed, among a complex spectrum of
waves, continuous emissions near the upper hybrid frequency and between consecutive harmonics of the electron
gyrofrequency. In the densesttraversed region the electron
density was high enoughfor the upper hybrid frequency to
be close to the plasma frequency, and the noise spectrum
background in that frequency range often correspondsto
that of quasi-thermal fluctuations [Meyer-Vernet and
Perche, 1989], from which the plasma density and, less
straightforwardty,the temperature of the cold electronscan
be derived [Stone et al., 1992b; S. Hoang et at., Electron
densityand temperaturein the Io plasmatorus from Ulysses
thermal noise measurements, submitted to Planetary and

SpaceScience,1993(hereinafterreferredto as Hoanget at.,
submittedmanuscript, 1993)].
We focus in this paper on the emissions peaking in
intensity between consecutive gyroharmonics. They are
generally weak, except in the close vicinity of Jupiter's
magneticequatorial plane. Similar weakly bandedemissions
have been observed in the magnetospheresof Earth [e.g.,
Shaw and Gurnett, 1975; Christiansenet al., 1978], Jupiter
[Kurth et al., 1980], Saturn [Kurth et al., 1983], Uranus
[Kurth et al., 1987], and in the Io plasmatorus [Birmingham

et al., 1981].They are generallycalled"(n + 1/2)fa"
emissions, even though their maximum amplitude is not
necessarilyobserved at the center of a band. Although they
have often been attributed to plasma instabilities, Sentman
[1982] has shown that at least those observed in the dayside
magnetosphereof the Earth can be interpreted as quasithermal

fluctuations

in Bernstein

waves.

We shall calculate the apparent polarization (i.e., the
variation of the spectral density with the antenna orientation), a problem not addressedby Sentman, for Bernstein
Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.

waves "seen" by Ulysses long dipole antenna. We will show
that it has a rather unexpected behavior which agrees with
the observations; from its analysis, the electrostatic wavelength and thus the cold electron temperature can be derived. We shall also compare the maximum level with a
theoretical estimateof quasi-thermalnoise usingthe work of
Sentman [1982].
2.

The observations

were carried

out with the URAP

radio

astronomy receivers [Stone et al., 1992a], connected to the
2 x 35 m electric field dipole antenna located in the spacecraft spinplane. The spacecraftis spin-stabilizedwith a spin
period of 12 s. During the torus crossingthe low-frequency
receiver was linearly swept through 64 equally spacedfrequency channels(of bandwidth 0.75 kHz) covering the range
1.25-48.5 kHz in 128 s. The high-frequencyreceiver sweeps
through 12 frequency channels (of bandwidth 3 kHz) in the
range 52-940 kHz.
2.1.

Overview

Figure 1 is a radio spectrogramacquired during the torus
traversat and farther out from Jupiter, displayed as frequency versus time, with relative intensity indicated by
increasingdarkness. The lower panel shows the data from
the low-frequency receiver; the upper panel showsthe data
from both receivers. The increase in intensity seen from
--•1800UT to --•2115UT outside the torus correspondsto a
changein the antenna-receiveroperatingmode. The periodic
white vertical bars are interruptions of the observationsdue
to the operation of the relaxation sounder. The time interval
displayedbegins--•2hours after closestapproach,at Jovicentric distance--•6.7Rj and magneticlatitude --•27ønorth, and
ends at distance--•12.6Rj and magneticlatitude --•8ø south
(based on an approximate tilted dipole model). The dark

smearnear 1616UT betweenfa and 2fa corresponds
to
enhanced noise associatedwith magnetic equator crossing
(see section 2.3).

We havesuperimposed
the plasmafrequency
f•,, as de-
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Fig. 1. Unified radio and plasma wave dynamic spectrumduring encounterdisplayedas frequency versus time,
with relative intensity indicatedby the bar chart on the right. The torus traversaltook place near 1400-1800UT. We

havesuperimposed
in continuous
linestheplasma
frequency
fp deduced
fromtheupperhybridnoiseandharmonics
of
theelectrongyrofrequency
fg (calculated
fromthedataasexplained
in section
4.3).Thedistance
to JupiterR (inJovian
radii) and magneticlatitude Am are given in the middlepanel. The dashedline near 1600UT in the lower panel shows

fg/2 (seetext).

whenfun • fp, and a few harmonicsof the electron are related to the plasma density ne and magnetic field
gyrofrequency
fg calculatedas explainedin section4.3 strength
B byfp • •vn
,, e1/2
, fg • 2.8 X 1010B, fUH = (f•
(which deviates by only a few percent from the onboard
magnetometerdata [Balogh et al., 1992]). These frequencies

+ fa2)1/2
in S.I.units.Some
bursty
emissions
canbeseen

near and below the gyrofrequency; in most of the densest
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2.9 ø spacecraft rotation, which changes the orientation of the
I
antenna with respect to the magnetic field (during half a spin
period, the receiver frequency sweeps by --•2 kHz).
In general, the maximum spectral density is rather small:
"•10-12 V 2 Hz -1 in the middle of the harmonic bands and
varies very smoothly in time and frequency. This prompted
us to investigatethe simplestinterpretation: that it might be
due to quasi-thermal fluctuations in Bernstein modes. Since
these modes are electrostatic waves propagatingperpendicular to the magnetic field, their reception should be a
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function of the antenna orientation, and the observed spin
modulation is an important clue to their identification.
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2.2.

Spin Modulation

Since the spin modulation is not clearly seen on the
concisepresentation of Figure 2 (becauseof the averaging),
16 kHz Fp = 47 kHz R = 8.9 Rj Xm = -13.4 ø we have plotted in Figure 3 the unaveraged spectral density
'
'
I '
'
' '
I '
'
' '
I '
'
'
'
I
'
'
' '
I ='
as a function of time for each frequency sweep, together with
(B) 92/02/08 17:49:12
the angle 0 between the antenna and the magnetic field B
calculated from the magnetometer data [Balogh et al., 1992].
In the high-frequency part of the intraharmonic bands,
where the modulation is largest, the spectral density is
maximum when the antennais perpendicularto B and varies

fg 2fg 3fg

roughlyassin2 0 (withsmallsuperimposed
variations
which

may be due in part to small-scale plasma or magnetic
variations). This is just the behavior expected for waves
polarized perpendicular to B. However, the modulation
depth decreaseswith frequency within the bands and be-
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comesverysmallnear0 --••r/2at a normalized
frequency
f/fg
--• 1.3-1.6 (dependingon the location in the torus) in the first

band,andat largervaluesoff/fe - n in the second(n - 2)

band. In the low-frequency part of the bands the modulation
Fig. 2. Typical spectra in (a) the torus and (b) its outer fringe.
The arrowsindicateharmonics
of the electrongyrofrequency
œg. is completely different: the signal has a broad minimum
The labels correspond to radial distance to Jupiter (R), magnetic when the antenna is perpendicular to B (with a secondary
latitude(Am),andplasmafrequency(fp).
minimum at 0 • 0), and the modulation depth is smaller. It
may also be noted that the first minimum of the spectral
region, except near equator crossing, these bursts have an

shapeis slightlybelowthe firstharmonic
fife = 1, whereas
the followingonesare nearfife - n withina few percent.

uppercutoffnearfg/2, shownasa dashedlinein thelower We shall return to this point in section 3.4.3. Other spectra
panel (see section 4.2).
Apart from the upper hybrid noise and the bursty emissions, the most conspicuous features of the spectrum are
smooth banded noise between

consecutive

harmonics

of the

gyrofrequency, below the plasma frequency. This paper
focuses on these bands, which can only be observed properly with the low-frequency receiver because of its high
resolution in frequency.
We will concentrate on the torus crossing; farther away
from the planet, the radio experiment was generally set in a
mode using cross correlations of the spin-plane dipole and
the spin axis monopole antenna, which heavily complicates
the interpretation.
Figure 2 showstypical spectra (i.e., vertical cuts of Figure
1), obtained respectively (a) in the densest region explored
by Ulysses and (b) in the outer fringe of the torus. Each
spectrum corresponds to a linear frequency sweep of the
receiver lasting 128 s, and each plotted data point is the
average of four successive measurements acquired at each
frequency within a 2-s step. The spectra have well-defined
minima near harmonics of the gyrofrequency, with smooth
maxima between them. In the examples shown the maxima
occur at the center of the intraharmonic bands, but this is not
always so. There is also a small-scalemodulation due to the

acquired in the torus show a similar qualitative behavior.
At large distances from the equatorial plane and farther
out from Jupiter the magnetic field makes a smaller angle
with the spin axis, so that 0 varies much less as the
spacecraftspins. So doesthe spectral density, as can be seen
in Figure 2b, where the modulation is very small and difficult
to analyze.
2.3.

Magnetic Equator Crossing

During the few minutes when the spacecraft is within
roughly ___2
ømagnetic latitude the level is strongly enhanced

(oftensaturating
thereceiverat a level--•10-9 V 2 Hz -1) and
ratherburstynear3re/2, with a typicalbandwidthAf/f--•
0.1-0.3; data from the high-frequency receiver indicate that
higherharmonicsare alsopresent(see Figure 1 near 1616UT).
Figure 4 shows three successive frequency sweeps acquiredjust before the magnetic equator crossing.Although it
is more difficult to study because of the partial saturation,
the spin modulation appears to have the same behavior as
farther from the equator. As the spacecraft approaches the
magnetic equator, the spectral density increases, culminating at Am • 0ø. The correspondingspectrum (not shown
because it is heavily saturated) appears to have a spectral
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Fig.3. Spectral
power
density
asafunction
oftime(seconds
counted
from
thebeginning
o]fthefrequency
sweep)
for three frequency sweepswithin the torus. Correspondingfrequencies(in kilohertz) are indicated at the bottom. The

arrowsindicateharmonics
of theelectrongyrofrequency
fg. Theangle0 betweentheantennaandthemagnetic
field,
computed
usingthemagnetometer
data(courtesy
of A. Balogh)is plottedas sin20 at thetop.Dashedverticallines
indicate times when 0 = •r/2. The values of the parametersindicated above each panel were measuredhalf way through
the frequency sweep.

shape and spin modulation different from the other spectra,
suggestingan important change in the wave vector or the
ambient magnetic field.

review). Our observations in the magnetic equatorial plane
are most probably due to a plasma instability, and Figure 4
presumablyillustrates the noise increase associatedwith an

Similarhigh-intensity
"(n + 1/2)f•" emissions
confined increase
to within a few degrees of the magnetic equator have been
observed in the magnetospheresof the Earth [see Kennel et
al., 1970] and other planets. There is a large body of
literature on their interpretation in terms of various plasma
instabilities (see Kennel and Ashour-Abdalla [1982] for a

of non-Maxwellian

features in the distribution

func-

tion, as instability is approached. However, the identification of the instability would be ditficult, since there are no
simultaneous measurements of the electron distribution, and
we concentrate

here on the weak emissions observed farther

from the equator.
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Three consecutivefrequencysweepsshowingthe power spectraldensityjust before the magneticequatorial
plane crossing.The labels are the same as in Figure 3.

3.

THEORY

In order to interpret the observationsin terms of Bernstein
waves we have to address two points. First, since these
modes are longitudinal and propagate perpendicular to the
magnetic field, one might expect naively that the amplitude
shouldalways be maximum when the antennais perpendicular to B. So, why does the apparent polarization changein
the lower frequency part of the intraharmonicbands?A clue
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989] might be that when the
antenna is a iliamental dipole of length L longer than the

relevant wavelengths(i.e., kL >> 1), its responsemodifies
the apparent polarization of longitudinal waves. This is
because the antenna is mostly sensitive to waves whose
wavelengthsalong the antenna are of the order of its length.
In order to have a projection --•1/L with a modulus >> l/L,
the vector k should make a large angle with the antenna

direction;sinceE II k, thisproducesan apparentpolarization
perpendicularto the expected one. We shall put this crude
argument on a quantitative basis for the specific case of
Bernstein waves received by the URAP antenna. We will
also estimate the noise theoretical

level.
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This is so up to the upper hybrid frequency, k regularly
increasingwith the order of the band. (For larger frequencies
there is a qualitative change of behavior: there are two

_ IIIIllllt]1111111111lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

3

solutions
for a givenfrequency,mergingat the so-called
fQ

frequencies,and the mode fills only a fraction of the band.)
These resultscorrespondto a Maxweliian distribution.In
the region of the torus explored by Ulysses, at --•8R s from
Jupiter,there is a very smallconcentrationof suprathermal
electrons (--• a few percent [Sittler and Strobel, 1987]). This
does not change significantlythe solutionsof the dispersion
_wp/O= 3.0, 5.0, 7.7,+oo
equation calculatedhere, so that we may use (1), with the
'''
......
I .........
I .........
I .........
I'''''''''
parametersof the main (cold) population. This would not be
0
1
2
3
4
so in the presence of a larger proportion of hot electrons
kp
(see,for example,Belmont [1981]). One may alsonote that if
the cold populationis anisotropic,then (1) still holds,but the
Fig. 5. Bernsteinmodes(k = kñ) drawn as o•/ll versuskp for
differentvaluesof theparameter
o•p/llincreasing
fromleftto right. gyroradius involves the thermal velocity normal to the
(Thecaseo•p/ll = 7.7 corresponds
to the spectrum
of Figure3a, magnetic field (see, for example, Kennel and Ashour.

and its first harmonic band is nearly identical to the limiting curve

o¾/11
-->o•shownherefor comparison.)
Theresultscorrespond
to

a Maxwellian plasma but are not significantlychangedby a very
small proportion of suprathermalelectrons.

Abdalla [1982]).

These undamped modes propagate perpendicular to the

magnetic
field(kll - 0). Forobliquepropagation
thedispersion equation has an imaginary part and the waves are

damped;
however,
ff IkllI << kl, theyremain
rathersimilar
3.1.

Bernstein

to Bernstein modes. In the extreme case of parallel propa-

Waves

Bernstein waves [Bernstein, 1958] are an infinite set of
undamped longitudinal modes propagatingacross the magnetic field, between harmonics of the electron gyrofre-

gation (kl

= 0) the dispersionequation reduces to that

without a magnetic field.

quency, in a Maxwellian electron plasma describedby the 3.2. Bernstein Waves as Seen With
Vlasov equation. In this ideal case the dispersionequation a Dipole Antenna
has the implicit form:

2 -k2p
2 +o,

e=0= 1

Considera dipole antennaparallel to the x axis, immersed
in a fluctuating electric field whose autocorrelation spectrum

2)

•o
eek2p2• nln(k2p
(1)inthisdirectionisEx2(k, •o).Thevoltagepowerspectrumat
•2
•o/•-n
the antenna terminals

whereIn is a modifiedBesselfunctionof thefirstkind,we =

(2rr)3d3k
J(k)12Ex2(k,
w)
(4)

2rrfeand• = 2rrfaarerespectively
theelectron
(angular)
plasma frequency and gyrofrequency, and

p = (kBT/me)
1/2/•-•

(2)

the thermal electron gyroradius;here me and T denote the
electron mass and temperature and kB is Boltzmann's constant. This is valid for low-/3 plasmas, in order that transverse and longitudinal modes decouple, and frequencies
sufficientlyhigh so that ion motionscan be neglected.In the
part of the torus explored by Ulysses we find indeed

13= 21xonek•T/B
2• 3 x 10-3

(3)

for electrons near the magnetic equator, and still smaller
values at larger latitudes.
A Bernsteinmode propagatesin each gyroharmonicband
n < •o/• < (n + 1), as illustrated in Figure 5, which shows

is

where J(k) is the Fourier transform of the current distribution on the antenna. This expression conforms to the usual

definition
of the spectral
density,whichis in unitsof V 2
Hz-• since$• V 2 d(w/2rr)= (V2)ßin thecaseof thermal
equilibrium, it is related to the antenna resistanceR by the

NyquistrelationVo,
2 = 4kaTR [see Meyer-Vernet
and
Perche, 1989].

3.2.1. Filamental dipole. For a dipole made of two thin
filaments, each of length L much larger than their radius or
width, one has

sin2 (kxLI2)

J(k)
=4 kx2L

(5)

This assumes that the current distribution is triangular,

the lowestbandsfor severalvaluesof the ratio •oe/•. In decreasinglinearly with distance along each arm, or equivthosebandsthe solutionis nearlyindependent
of •oe when alently that the measuredvoltage is the differencebetween
•oe/• >> 1 (exceptfor kp >> 1), as maybe seenfrom(1) the voltagesaveraged over each arm; this requires at least
since the second term is in this case much larger than 1, so

the condition: wL/c << 1, c being the velocity of light (see,

that •oe factorizesout of the equation.This conditionis for example, Meyer et al. [1974]).
satisfied in a significant part of the torus explored by
Ulysses.

In particular for the first intraharmonicband, one has kp
--> m for •o/• --> 1, kp --• 1 in the middle of the band, and kp

To calculate the antenna response to Bernstein waves, we

considera longitudinal(EII k) and gyrotropicelectricfield,
being essentially in a plane perpendicular to the static

-• 0 for •o/fl -• 2. The results are similar in the second band,

magnetic
field( kllI <<kz). Theprojected
spectrum
isEx2
(k,
w)= E2(kz,kll,•o)cos
2a, where
a istheangle
between
k

k being somewhatlarger for a givenpositionwithin the band.

and the antenna direction. Let 0 be the angle between the
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antenna and the ambient magnetic field (modulo rr), and •b
the azimuthal angle of k in a plane perpendicularto B. We

havecosa • sin0cos•b,if Ikll/kñ << tan0.Theintegral
(4)
may thus be written

(2,r)3 kñdkñ dkllE2(k_k,
kll,o2)
ß

k41L
2sin
200
cos
2ckL/2)
•b
•rdqb16
sin
4(kñ
sin
cos

4rrS'•-z

dkllE2(
k_k,
kll,o2)Fñ
(kñL
sin
0)
(6)

where we have put u = kzL sin O, t = u cos •b, and the

0

5

10

15

Fig. 6. Graph of the function Fñ(u) defined in (7), which
determinesthe spin modulation: the spectral density varies with the
angle 0 between the antennaand the magneticfield as Fñ (k 2_L sin
0).

antenna response function is defined as

64
f• sin
4(t/2)

rr
Fj_(u)=-dtt 2(u 2-t 2)1/2

(7)
From (9) and (10) we have in particular:

(as already said, this assumesthat the electric field spectrum

isnegligible
for IkllI • kl, andthat0 isnottoocloseto
zero,namely,
tan0 >> IkllI/kl). Theresponse
canalsobe
written in the following equivalent form'

V• ocsin2 0

klL sin0-< 1

(11)

V2 oc1/sin0

kñL sin0 >>1

(12)

Hencefor smallvaluesof kñL the noisevariesas sin2 0,
Fñ(u) =-

[2

dt Jo(t)-

dt Jo(t)
+ Jl(2u) - 2J•(u)l

(8)

being maximum when the antenna is perpendicular to B, in
agreement with the naive reasoning. On the contrary when
kl L is large the noiselevel has a minimumat 0 = rr/2, with
another minimum at 0 - 0 (since if kñ L sin 0-• 0, (11)
holds). For Bernstein waves this counterintuitive behavior

(the integral of J0 is tabulatedby Abramowitz and Stegun should take place in the lower part of the intraharmonic
[19701).
bands, where kñ is large. Figure 7 shows examples of the
This function is plotted in Figure 6. Apart from a factor
predictedspin modulationfor different values of k ñL, in the

u2 it hasbeencalculated
by [Sentman,
1982]foranantenna ideal case when the magnetic field is in the antenna spin

perpendicular to B (see Figure 11 of that paper, in which 0
denotes the angle [k, B] which is roughly equal to rr/2 for
Bernstein waves). To gain an insight into its behavior, let us
obtain analytical approximationsfor small or large u. For
small u we expand the sine in a power series and integrate
the first two terms. For large u we obtain the leading term of
the asymptotic expansion by noting that the bracket in (8)

plane. Note that in general, B makes a finite angle s with this
plane, so that sin 0 varies only between sin s and 1 during the
spacecraftrotation; that is, 0 is never exactly 0 or
The transitionbetween the two regimesof spin modulation

occursat the extremum of the function Fñ (u), which takes
place at u • 3; that is,

tendsto 1 when u -• •, sinceJl(U) --> 0 and .f• Jn(x) dx

klL • 3

(13)

-= 1. Then

Since kñ p and o2/Dare related through Bernstein's disper-

Fi (u) ---u2(1- u2/8)

(u < 1)

Fñ(u) --- 8/u

(u>> 1)

(9) sion equation, this opens an interestingpossibility:from the
(10)

Up to u = k ñL sin 0 --• 1, the responsefunction is nearly

frequency at which the behavior of the spin modulation
changes, one can deduce the gyroradius and thus the electron temperature.If %,2/•-•2 >> 1, the result in the first

bandsdoesnotdependon %,.
equalto u2: the antennabehavesas a shortdipole.For intraharmonic

These results are relevant for a iliamental dipole antenna,
like that used by the URAP experiment aboard Ulysses.
However, a number of experiments use dipoles made up of
two small spheres; such was the case on GEOS or ISEE 1.
What are the antenna response and the modulation in that
geometry?
seethatthefluctuation
spectrum
E2(k., kII,o2)
ofBernstein
3.2.2. Double-sphere antenna. With two small spheres
waves, for the bandsbelow o2uH,is roughlya delta function
separated
by L along the x axis the Fourier transform of the
in k ñ, involvingthe solutionof the dispersionequationat the

larger values of u the response exhibits a maximum and
ultimately decreaseswith u. This should especiallyreduce
the apparent spectral density of Bernstein waves near the
lower end of the intraharmonicbands, where k ñ --> o•.
Let us now calculate the apparent polarization. We shall

frequency o2.In this case, one seesfrom (6) that the spectral
density varies with the angle 0 between the antenna and B as

V2•ocFñ(k•_Lsin0)

current

distribution

is

J(k) = -2i

sin (kxLI2)
kx

(14)
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L sinO)
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½r o
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½r

Fig. 7. Graphof F_c(k_cL sin0)asa functionof theangle0 betweentheantennaandthemagneticfieldfor different

valuesof k_c
L. Thepredicted
spectral
density
Vo,
2 o•F_cvariesassin2 0 fork_c
L < 1 buthasa minimum
at 0 = ,r/2
for k_c
L > 3 (theotherminimumat 0 = 0, modulo,r, shouldbe observed
onlyif very smallvaluesof 0 are actually
encountered).
From Bernstein'sdispersion
equation,small(or large)k_ccorrespond
respectively
to the high-(or low)
frequency part of the harmonic bands.

Substitutingthis expressioninto (4) gives the antenna re-

the particle measurementsmade aboard Voyager in the Io

sponse function for Bernstein waves:

torus [Sittler and $trobel, 1987].

True Bernstein
waves(kll - 0) are undamped,
andwe

sin2 (t/2)
dt
(u2 _ t 2)1/2

assumethat the major contributionto the spectrumcomes
Fz(u) = •
(15)
from waveswhosedampingis very small. Their contribution
to the spectraldensity may be obtainedfrom the electric field
This can be trivially transformedinto tabulatedintegrals autocorrelationspectrum in the vicinity of a nearly real
[Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980], and we find
solutionof the dispersionequation(i.e., er(k, m) = 0),

Fñ(u) = 411 - J0(u)]

(16)

E2(k, m)• 2rr

kBTh

•(Er)

mE 0

For small or large u this gives

Fñ(u)--•u2(1- u2/16)

(u < 1)

(17)

Fñ(u) --•4

(u>> 1)

(18)

To obtain a roughestimatebelow mr/H, one may take this
amplitude for k•_ equal to the (unique) solution of the

Bernstein
dispersion
equation
(1)atthefrequency
m,andkll
in
the
range
Ikll
I
<
/Xkll
<<
k•_;
that
is,
As expected, a short double-spheredipole (u < 1) behaves
like a iliamentalone. However for kñL sin 0 >> 1 the
responseis larger than with a filament and independentof
kñ L sin 0. Therefore with this kind of antenna the noise
becomesindependentof the antennaorientationfor large

k ñL (exceptfor 0 smallenoughto makek ñL sin 0 << 1, for

whichonerecovers
thesin2 0 variation).It doesnotexhibit
the changein the apparentdirectionof polarizationfoundfor
a filament.

kBT
hOer/Ok
15(k- (Ik,I
E2(kj,,
kll,
m)
-•2rr
mE0

J_

=0

(19)

where the derivative is taken at the solution k of Bernstein's

dispersionequation.

ThewidthAkllcorresponds
tothemaximum
valueof IkllI

for which the hot population still makes the dominant
We note that a similardifferencein the responsefunctions
contributionto the imaginary part of e. For the cold (c) or
of both antenna geometries occurs when the fluctuation
hot (h) populationsrespectivelythe contributionsvary as
spectrumis isotropicinsteadof gyrotropic(see,for example,
Meyer-Vernet [1979]).

nc,h
2Pc,h
2 ln(k2_L
2 )e-(Oo/ll-n)2/2kl•p
2
Ei(c,h)
oc•-•
e-t,.i.
pc,h
(20)
c,h

3.3.

Quasi-Thermal Noise in Bernstein Waves

Sentman [1982] calculated the quasi-thermal noise in
Bernsteinwaves, for an antennaperpendicularto the magnetic field, in a plasma with an electron distributionmade of
two Maxwellianswith nh/nc << 1 and Th/Tc >> 1. This
sectionis basedon his analytical results,which we reformulate here for consistencywith section3.2 and extend for an
arbitrary antenna orientation.
Though spaceplasmasare generallynot in thermal equilibrium, modelingdistributionswith sumsof Maxwellians is
a traditionalstartingpoint, which was indeedusedto present

where n labels the dominantterm, which is determinedby
the order of the band in question. Approximatingthe hot
exponentialterm by 1, using the asymptoticexpansionsof

the Besselfunctions(whichhold for k J-Pc,h
2 2 >> 1), and
'r 1/2
notingthatthegyroradiiPc,hoc•c,h, oneobtains
-1/2

AklIP
c"• 21/2 In Tc2J
nh

Inserting (19) into (6) and integratinggives

(21)
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rough approximation in the Io torus [Scudder and Sittler,
1981]. This is far from being innocuous here, because the

• Fñ(kñL
rreo
øJ
11Pc
(22)
V2•
sin
O)
[iOer/Okñpc[t•,__
(11/m)Akll/kñ
kBTh
where kñ denotes the solution of Bernstein's dispersion
equation for the (angular) frequency m. Apart from the
arbitrary antenna orientation, and consideringour definition
of the gyroradius (equation (2) with T = Tc), this is
essentially equivalent to (39) of [Sentman, 1982], although
not to his (41), owing to his different definition of the relevant
power spectrum. The term in brackets is a weak function of
the plasma parameters. For an order-of-magnitude estimate

spectral
density
in Bernstein
waves(whichhavekll-->0 and
resonate
withelectrons
of parallelvelocity--•(m- nll)/kll)
is very sensitive to the hot electron distribution. Nonmaxwellian features of the hot electrons, even small, may
significantlyincreasethe spectral density [Sentman, 1982].
On the other hand, the solution kñ of the dispersion
equationis mainly determinedby the main (cold) population
and not significantlyaffected by a very small proportion of
hot electrons. Hence the spin modulation, which only de-

onkñL (provided
thatkll << kñ), shouldnotbevery
in the outertomswe take nh/nc --• 10-2, Th/Tc --• 30 pends
sensitive to non-Maxwellian
features of these hot electrons.
[SittlerandStrobel,1987],whichgivesAkllPc--• 0.1 near
We thus expect that the quasi-thermal noise should pro-

the center of the intraharmonic bands (where it is largest);
changingthese parametersby as much as a factor of 10 does
not significantly change the result. The other factors of the
term in brackets shouldhave an order of magnitudeof 1 near

the center of the first intraharmonicbands (where kñpc
1). This yields

V2•-•1.3x 10-17Fñ(kñL
sinO)(Th/T•/2) (23)
In particular,substituting
kñPc '• 1 and11 = 2rrfa, we
have for L sin 0 -< Pc (antennalength smallerthan the cold
gyroradius):

V2•---0.1 x L 2 sin2 0

kaTn
3

vreo•P c

---3 x 10 -23 L 2 sin2 0

Tnfa2
3/2

(24)

c

and for L sin 0 >> Pc (antennalength much larger than the
cold gyroradius):
- 6X10
V2•
-14
Th
faL sin 0

(25)

vide a reliable measurementof Tc (from the observedspin
modulation)but a more hazardousmeasurementof Th (from
the absolute spectral density). This is reminiscent of what is
known in the absence of a magnetic field [Chateau and
Meyer-Vernet, 1991] and has a similar origin: the cold
electron measurementrests on a quantity that depends on
low-order moments of the distribution function, whereas the
measurement of hot electrons depends directly on the distribution

function

or its derivative.

In the first case the

details are smoothedout in the integration process,whereas
they show up in the second case.
3.4.2. Antenna impedance. The calculated spectral
density represents a noise level at the antenna ports,
whereas the measurements are made at the receiver ports.
Both quantities are equal when the antenna impedance is
much smaller than that of the receiver which is in practice
that of the base capacitance, known from calibration data.
In the present case the antenna impedance is not easy to
calculatebecausethe usual simplifyingapproximations(see,
for example, Balmain [1964], Meyer and Vernet [1974], and
Nakatani and Kuehl [1976]) break down. However, we note

thatsincem, II << mp,the antennaimpedance
is expected
to be rather small. When the spacecraft potential is negative,

(in V 2 Hz-1; thetemperatures
arein kelvinandthegyrof- an important contribution to the impedance stems from the

relatedtothevolume
in k space
by3/'= V•/(2rr)3. Sincethe
voltage
powerspectrum
is V•2 • L2E o,
2 for a short antenna,

ion sheath surroundingthe antenna; this contribution, however, is not sufficient to make the voltage at the receiver
ports different in order of magnitude from that at the antenna
ports. Hence for the present order-of-magnitude estimates
we will assume that the signal levels at the receiver and
antenna ports are approximately equal.
3.4.3. Doppler shift. The calculation assumes that the
antenna is at rest in the plasma frame. In practice, however,
there is a relative motion of velocity V, so that for each k in
the spectral density integral, the angular frequency m must
be replaced by the Doppler-shifted value m - k- ¾.
In the torus the relative velocity may be assumedto be of
the order of magnitude of the corotation velocity. At low
latitudes and typical distancescorrespondingto our data (R

this yields (24).
These results are order-of-magnitude estimates for the
center of the first intraharmonicbands. A precisecalculation
would require numerical computations as performed by
[Sentman, 1982], with, however, further difficulties dis-

apparentpolarizationchangeswe have kñ = 3/L. PuttingL
= 35 m and m at receiver midband (f--• 25 kHz), we get for
the relative Doppler shift near the frequency of apparent
polarization change:

requency in hertz).
It may be interesting to note that (when f and fp have
similar orders of magnitudes) (24) can be obtained "on the
back of an envelope" as follows. The mean electrostatic
energy of quasi-thermal fluctuations per unit volume

eo(E2)/2isequalto kaThpermodek, in a volumeVk of k
space
defined
bykñ -• 1/pcandIkllI _<Akll--•0.1/pc;that

is,Vk--•0.1 x 2rdpc
3. Witha bandwidth
-•fathisgives

E2 ..•(E2)/fa
..•2•kaTh/eof
•
where 3/' is the number of modes per unit volume, which is

"• 8 Rj) thisgivesV • 105m/s.At thefrequency
wherethe

cussed below.

IAol/o • kñVim --•0.05
3.4.

Discussion

3.4.1. Electron distribution function. Modeling the
electron distribution by a sum of two Maxwellians is a rather

(26)

This suggeststhat the resulting shift of that frequency should
be rather small.

Near the lower end of the intraharmonicbands, where k ñ
is large, one expects from (26) a larger effect. This should
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especially change the spectral shape near the first harmonic
•o--• • since the spectrumnear higher harmonicsdependson
both very large Oust above n•) and very small Oust below
n•) values of kñ. Roughly speaking, since the antenna
responsedecreasesfor large k ñ, the wave vectors suchthat
k- ¾ < 0 play a dominant role sincethey give a larger shifted
frequency and thus decreasethe solutionkñ of the dispersion equation. Thus one expects that the spectrumminimum
occurring at an effective frequency equal to the gyrofrequency will correspond to a smaller real frequency, so that

tion within a band as the order of the band increases (see
Figure 5).

To get the electron temperature from the data, one has to
determine the frequencyfm at which the senseof the spin
modulation (near 0 = •r/2) changes.To locate fm easily in
spiteof the presenceof small irregularitiesin the data (which
are partly due to small-scalevariations of plasma and magnetic parameters during the frequency sweep), three conditions have to be met. First, the angle 0 between the antenna
and B must vary widely when the spacecraft spins; second,
the minimum at the lower end of the first band should be
the gyrofrequencymust be sufficientlylarge for the intraharshiftedslightlybelowfg. On the otherhand,the change monic bands to be resolved accurately enough. Third, fm
shouldbe smallernear the upper end of the bandswhere k ñ should not be too close to the limits of the bands; otherwise,
---• 0.
as may be seenin Figure 5, O(kñpc)/O(to/•) would be large,
This effect might also introduce a small additional spin yieldinglarge errors in the determinationof Pc. For the first
modulation, produced by the changein the orientation of the harmonicbands this requires L of the order of Pc.
antenna with respect to the velocity direction.
These conditionsare met in the examplesshownin Figure
3.4.4. Other contributions to the spectral density. The 3, which are typical of the data acquired in the torus within
contribution of Bernstein waves tends to zero at gyrohar- about 10ø of the magnetic equator. To illustrate the method,
monics, where one should essentially see thermal fluctua- consider Figure 3a. One can see that the transition in the
tions and the shot noise due to particle impacts or emission spin modulationbehavior takes place at the frequencyfm •
at the antenna surface. The latter contribution gives an 1.5fg in thefirstband,andfm -> 2.5f• in the second
band.
approximate
f-2 noise,whichdependson the spacecraft The correspondingsolution of the dispersionequation (Figpotential when it is negative; it is expected to be rather small ure 5) is kñ Pc • 1.3; this value has been calculatedwith

abovethegyrofrequency
when•op>> •, owingto thesmall fp/f• • 7.6 but is virtuallyindependent
of thisparameter.
antenna impedance.
To get a rough estimate of the thermal noise, one may use
the results calculated below the plasma frequency in the
absence of a magnetic field [see Meyer-Vernet and Perche,
1989], which should hold in order of magnitude since the

gyroradiusis much larger than the Debye length L o. In the
caseL >> Lo relevant here it has the approximateanalytical
expression:

Voor- eoLfp
3x10
-13
Lfp

(27)

Substitutingthis value of kñ in (13) with L = 35 m, we
deduce the cold electron gyroradius

Pc • 1.3 x L/3 • 15 m

(28)

This yieldsthe cold electrontemperature(usingf• • 19
kHz)

Tc• (2•rf•pc)2me/kB
• 2 x 105 K
(at 1629 UT, Am • -2.3 ø, R • 7.9 R j).
The change in the spin modulation is easily determined

withanuncertainty
smaller
thanoneperiodof sin2 0,thatis,

one half spin period. During that time the receiver tuning
kHz. In the above case this correspondsto an incertitudeof 0.1 in w/•, which translatesto an
uncertaintysmallerthan 40% in Tc. A much better precision
4.
APPLICATION TO ULYSSES OBSERVATIONS
mightbe achievedby determiningthe value of Tc for which
the theoretical spin modulation fits best the whole data
4.1. Spin Modulation: Measuring the Cold
within the intraharmonicbands. It is important to note that
Temperature
the method, as implemented here, does not require any
The observed spin modulation agreesrather well with the independentknowledge of the magneticfield direction: the
theorythroughout
thedata,varyingroughlyassin20 in the absolute phase of the spin modulation with respect to the
upper part of the intraharmonic bands, and exhibiting the magneticfield is easily deducedfrom the observed modulapredicted changeof shapein the lower part, with a minimum tion in the upper frequencypart of the bands, where it varies
at 0 = •r/2 and a smaller modulation depth; in that frequency as sin2 0.
Applying this simple method to other spectra yields the
range it also exhibits the other predicted minimum near sin 0
= 0 (in practice, due to the finite angle between the antenna variation of temperature in the toms along Ulysses trajecspin plane and B, sin 0 does not go through very small tory, which was basically north-to-south, in contrast with
values, so that this latter minimum appears as a secondary the nearly equatorial Voyager 1 trajectory. Figure 8 shows
one). This agreement suggeststhat other sources of spin the (15 min averaged) results so obtained from + 11øto -11 ø
modulation play a smaller role. Hence suchcomplicationsas magneticlatitude. The main trend is a temperature increase
the bulk velocity, the finite antenna impedance, a possibly with distance from the magnetic (or centrifugal) equator.
more complicatedcurrent distributionon the antenna, or the Typically,
Tcincreases
from1.3x 105K at Am• 1.5ø(R •

(inV2Hz-•; Tcisinkelvins,
f•, inhertz,andL inmeters).frequency sweeps •2

finitevalueof kll seemto be secondary
effects.
The spin modulation shape predicted for kñ L > 3 is
generally observed over the whole first half of the second
band, whereas it is only observedin a smaller fraction of the
first band; this agreeswith the fact that the solutions•o(kñ)
of Bernstein's dispersionequation increase in relative posi-

7.7Rj) to 2.9 x 105K atlatitude
Am• + 11ø(R • 7.3 R•)
and,ontheothersideof theequator,to 2.5 x 105K at Am
• -11 ø (R • 8.5 R•).
As remarked in Section 3.1, if the electron distribution is
slightly anisotropic, these results refer to the temperature
Tcñ perpendicularto the magneticfield.
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x 10-3 withina factorof 2. Substituting
theseparameters
in

3.5

(23), we obtain

Th• 2 x 107 K

2..5
2,.0

I
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Fig. 8. Temperature (15 min averaged) as a function of time,
deduced from the spin modulation of Bernstein waves from --•+ 11ø
to -11 ø magnetic latitude along Ulysses trajectory in the toms (at

•8 R j from Jupiter). The shaded region sketchesthe maximum
error bars, whose present large values are due to the very simple
method

used here.

Ulysses crossed the magnetic equator near the outer
boundary of the hot torus; in this region, the electron
analyzers aboard Voyager (which were also sensitiveto Tñ,
albeit for different reasons) gave temperatures of the same
order, with a (somewhat irregular) temperature increase with
Jovicentric distance [Sittler and Strobel, 1987]. Such a
variation with R might explain a part of the increase found
here towards negative latitudes, but not that found on the
other side of the equator. Therefore, our results most
probably indicate an actual temperature increase with latitude or distance from the magnetic (or centrifugal) equatorial
plane.
It is difficult to study the spin modulation and to deduce
the temperature at magnetic equator crossing, owing to the
partial saturation of the receiver. But it is noteworthy that
the noise level just below the plasma frequency appears at
that time to be close to thermal noise without a magnetic
field (exhibiting in particular a very small spin modulation
and a nearly flat spectrum below the plasma frequency).

Fromthislevelwehavederiveda temperature
of Tc • 105
K, whichisjust slightlysmallerthanthevalueof 1.3 x 105
K obtained here at •-m • 1'5ø (see Hoang et al., submitted
manuscript, 1993) (where more complete results will be
given).
4.2.

Midband Amplitudes: The Hot Population

Let us now compare the spectral density in the middle of
the bands (for 0 • rr/2) with the theoretical estimate. We
consider the region within -10 ø of the magnetic equator
(excluding equator crossing), where the spin modulation
allows a determination of the cold temperature. The midband amplitudes measured in this region for 0 • rr/2 are

which is of the order of the hot electron temperature of--• 1
keV found by [Sittler and Strobel, 1987] in the hot torus.
This is a rather strong confirmation of the present interpretation and suggeststhat the order of magnitude of the hot
temperature did not change in this region. However, we
must keep in mind that we only made a rough estimate,
which is strongly dependent on the hot population distribution. Using the comparisonbetween theory and experiment
to deduce precise parameters of the hot electrons would
require further study.
We note in passing that in most of the region where we

have estimatedTh, the spectrogramshowsa bursty emission

with a high-frequency
cutoffjust below0.5fg. Thisis best
seen in the lower panel of Figure 1, near 10 kHz, between
-1530 and -1700 UT (except close to the equator where the
cutoff frequency is smaller), and in Figure 2a. The frequency
of this emission is in the whistler range, but its scale of
variation is too short to be resolved by the instrument,
precluding unambiguousidentification. Whistler waves were
detected aboard Voyager at similar Jovicentric distances
[Coronoti et al., 1980], and found also aboard Ulysses at
very low frequencies [Farrell et al., this issue]. For electrons

in cyclotron
resonance
(kVll- to- 1•) withwhistlerwaves,
the energy of parallel motion is Ell - (l•/to)(1 to/l•)3kBTc/13,
kBTc/13
beingthemagnetic
energyperparticle. The wave instability requires that these electrons have
more perpendicular than parallel energy; for the special case
of a bi-Maxwellian distribution the minimum temperature

anisotropy
is Thñ/Thl
I - •1(• -- to)[KennelandPetschek,
1966].

At the maximumfrequency
f- 0.5fa andwith/3 - 3 x
10-3 (equation
(3)), the parallelenergyof ambientresonant
electrons
is (in temperature
units)Eii/k• - 80Tc, andthe
minimum anisotropy of a bi-Maxwellian producing whistler

instability
wouldbe Thñ/Thl
I --•2, (whichis notsufficient
to
makeBernstein
wavesunstable).
With Tc -'• 1.3 x 105 K

thisyields
Eii/k• --•107 K, hence
perpendicular
energies
of
the same order as the hot temperature estimated above.
These figures, however, must be taken with caution, since
contrary to the case of Bernstein waves, the present whistler
mode identification is not unambiguous, and the emission
might come from a distant region.

4.3. Spectral Minima: Deducing the Magnetic Field
Strength
Consider now the spectral minima at the gyroharmonics.
Since the Doppler shift might be significant at the first (n =
1) harmonic, we only consider the n > 1 harmonics.
First, let us verify that the level corresponds to thermal
noise. Consider the densest region explored by Ulysses,
within _+5ø magnetic latitude, where we find values of the
cold electron density and temperature which do not change
very much. The measured level at the spectral minima is

-10 -12 V 2 Hz -• withina factorof 2, exceptwhennoise --•10-14V2 Hz-1 within a factorof 2. In this regionthe
plasmafrequencyis fv • 200 kHz (Figure 1), and the

bursts are present. Using kñp c -• 1 in the middle of the
bands and the cold temperature deduced from the spin

temperature determined from the spin modulation remains

modulation,
wefindthatthetermF ñ(kñL)/TJ/2in(23)is

nearTc • 1 - 2 x 105 K. Substituting
theseparameters
in
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5O

4O

= 20

10

U.T. (hours)
Fig. 9. Measuredfrequenciesof the minima of the spectralshape(dots), togetherwith the gyrofrequencyand its
harmonicscomputedby averagingthe gyrofrequenciesdeducedfrom these minima (continuouslines). The gyrofrequency calculatedfrom the magnetometerdata (64-s averages;courtesyof A. Balogh) is shown for comparisonas a
dashed line.

(27), we find the theoretical order of magnitude of the
thermal

noise'

r

05

1 X 10-14V2Hz-1

iliamental antennae and does not hold for dipoles made of
two small spheres.
This counterintuitive

behavior

is due to the antenna

re-

sponse, which enhances the role of electrostatic waves
whose wavelength along its direction is of the order of its
in agreement with the measured level.
A very interestingpoint is that the gyrofrequencyand thus lengthL; as a result, the direction of maximum sensitivityof
the magneticfield strengthcan be derived from the frequen- long antennasis shifted at 90øfrom that of short dipoles(see
cies of the spectral minima. Whereas individual determina- N. Meyer-Vernet, manuscriptin preparation, 1993). In anations may be spoiledby possiblenoise burstsand by the spin lyzing electrostatic wave spectral densities one must never
modulation (and from 18 to -•2115 UT by additional shot forget that the observed level is in general different from the
noise due to a change in the antenna configuration), and actual plasma wave level and depends strongly on the
cannot be more precise than the 0.75-kHz receiver band- antenna responsefunction. This point, which is often forgotwidth, a fairly good precisioncan be achievedby averaging ten in interpretingobservations,may produce very different
over the gyrofrequencies deduced from the different har- amplitudes, spectral shapes and apparent polarizations demonics. We have plotted in Figure 9 the gyroharmonics pending on the antenna length and geometry, even with the
corresponding to the gyrofrequency deduced in this way, same basic phenomenon. Since in particular, the apparent
E o•
2 = V o•/L
2 2 decreaseswith the
when at least two harmonics lie in the receiver range; dots electricfield spectrum
lengthas1/L3, thewidespread
traditionof describshow the measuredfrequenciesof the spectralminima. For antenna
ing
the
observations
in
terms
of
apparent
electric field
comparison, we have plotted the gyrofrequencycalculated
amplitudes
(often
without
giving
the
associated
antenna
from the (64 s averaged) data of the magnetometerexperilength)
can
be
very
misleading.
ment on Ulysses [Balogh et al., 1992]. Both determinations
In practice, the antenna responseplays an important role
agree within a few percent.
for Bernstein waves when the antenna length is larger than
5.

FINAL REMARKS

the cold electron gyroradiusPc. Sentman [1982]first noted
the importance of this point when interpreting the absolute
intensity and spectral shape. A similar situation holds
around the plasma frequency in the absence of a magnetic
field when the antennalengthis larger than the Debye length
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989]; it has a similar physical
origin, althoughthe responsefunction is in that casedifferent
since the field is isotropic instead of gyrotropic.

We have interpreted Ulysses electric field observationsin
the torus as quasi-thermalfluctuationsin Bernsteinwaves. It
may be noted that similar observationswere carried out with
the radio astronomy instrument aboard Voyager 1 and
attributed to plasma instabilities[Birminghamet al., 1981].
However, in that experiment the resolution of the gyroharmonic bandswas insufficient,and the authorsacknowledged
We havefoundthat the normalizedfrequency
f/fa at
the possibility that stable nonthermal features might have which the spin modulation reverses is a rather simple funcbeen observed.
tion of L/pc (throughBernstein'sdispersionequation).This
An important result of the present study is that when the provides a new method to measure the cold electron temantenna is longer than roughly half the wavelengthof Bern- perature aboard a spinning spacecraft when the spin axis
stein waves, the spectral density has a minimum when the makes a significantangle with the local magneticfield. This
antenna is normal to the magnetic field, contrary to what measurement is nearly independent of the hot electrons
would be naively expected for longitudinalwaves propagat- when they only make up a very small percentageof the total
ing perpendicular to B. This property is characteristic of density. Contrary to usual thermal noise spectroscopy

MEYER-VERNET
ET AL.: BERNSTEIN
WAVESIN THEIo PLASMATORUS

[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989], it is also independent of
any gain calibration, and even of the plasma frequency if it is
large enough. It does not require an independentmeasurement of the magnetic field, except if the latter varies very
rapidly.
Our results might also serve to study the plasma instabil-
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tion, for instance to measure the density in regions of
Jupiter's environment where there were no particle measurements on Ulysses and when different interpretations of the
relaxation sounder data [Stone et al., 1992b] gave conflicting results.

itiesforwhichIkllI << kñ, sincetheresponse
function
(7)
permits to deduce the wavelength from the observed spin
modulation.

In the ideal case when the electron distribution

is a sum of

two Maxwellians with nh/nc << 1 and Th/Tc >> 1 the
absolutespectraldensity might be used to deduce Th (Tc
being measuredfrom the spin modulation). In this paper we
have not tried to deducea precisevalue of Th becausethis
determination is very sensitiveto the hot electron distribution, and precise results require complex numerical computations. We only note that the amplitudes measured in the
torus agree in order of magnitude with the quasi-thermal
noise calculated in a plasma whose electron distribution is
made of two Maxwellians with a hot temperature in the
kiloelectron volt range.
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Our main result, obtainedat --•8R j from Jupiter,is that
the cold electrontemperature(Tcñ) increases(nonmonotonocally) with latitude, by a factor of--•2 over --•_+10ølatitude

(i.e., a distanceof--•1.3 R j from the magneticequatorial
plane). It may be noted that the particle analyzers aboard
Voyager 1 [Sittler and $trobel, 1987] gave some hints to a
slighttemperatureincreasewith latitude, althoughthe spacecraft trajectory was not adequate to study such an effect.
The latitudinal temperature increasefound here is far too
large to be explained by the variation in perpendicular
energy expected along a line of force due to magnetic
moment conservation, since the magnetic field change over
10ølatitude is very small. The electronsare mainly driven by
the ambipolar electric field which tends to confine them at
low (centrifugal) latitudes, making them follow the ions in
the presence of the corotational centrifugal force. Their
Coulomb free path being much larger than the scaleheight,
the situation has some similarities with a collisionless atmo-

sphere confined by gravity. In that case, if the velocity
distributionis Maxwellian, the temperaturedoes not change
with altitude. If, however, the distribution is not Maxwellian
(being for example a Kappa function differing only slightly
from a Maxwellian at low energies, but decreasing less
steeply at high energies), the tendency of colder electrons to
be more confined by the potential than the hot ones makes
the effective temperature increasewith height as the density
decreases[Scudder, 1992]. (Also, the density at large distances decreasesmore gently than a Gaussian.) We have not
yet explored the possibility of a similar effect being at work
here.

A by-productof Bernsteinwave measurements
belowfUH
is the magneticfield strength,sincethe spectralshapehas
well-defined minima at the gyroharmonics.This showsthat a
passive radio experiment can serve both as an in situ
thermometer and magnetometer when it is not measuring

radioemissions.
Iffg << fp (withnh << nc andL > L D) as
holdsin Io's torus,the peakat fp • fUH alsogivesthe
plasma density. This condition does not hold farther from
Jupiter; one shouldthen see additional spectrummaxima at

the firstfe frequencies
(for whichkñL is not too large),
su•ciently distinctfrom fUH. This may be used to deduce
the plasma frequency, using Bernstein's dispersion equa-
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